6th Grade Spanish Scope and Sequence


16-20. *Fox and the Grapes*. Listen, write Latin words, translate to English, French, Spanish

21-25. *Three Little Pigs*. Listen, write Latin words, translate to English, French, Spanish

26-30. *Thanksgiving for a Timid Hawk*. Read, write Latin words, translate to English, French, Spanish

31-35. *Rocket Before Bed*. Read, write Latin words, translate to English, French, Spanish

36-40. *Construction Yard*. Read, write Latin words, translate to English, French, Spanish

41-75. *Little Moments*, episode 1-7. Listen, write Latin words, translate to English, French, Spanish

76-80. Alphabet

81-84. Words, phrases, and spelling

85-86. Sentences, what’s your name

87. Vocabulary, your age

88-90. Introductions, word order

91-93. Body parts

94-100. Review and face parts

101-103. Alphabet and pronunciation

104-105. Review

106-110. Clothing words

111-114. Numbers and review

115. Animals

116-120. Numbers

121. Spanish-speaking countries; watch *The Greatest Treasure*

122. Clothing words

123. Body words

124. Review

125. Greetings

126-130. Colors and review

131-140. Shapes, colors, numbers

141-145. Family words and review

146-148. Weather words

149-150. Numbers and review

153. Days of the week and review

154-160. Months and review

161-162. Vegetable words

163-164. Review

165. Write Spanish dialog

166-168. Fruit words

169-170. Review

171-173. Food words

174-176. Review

177. Watch and listen to *Zippy the Zebra*

178-180. Review